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There is a dual pair of cellular decompositions of the 3-sphere both realizable as geometric 
complexes in Euclidean 4-space but neither isomorphic to the boundary complex of a convex 
4-polytope. 
l.IntTodoction 
A (geometric) complex C is a finite collection of convex polytopes in Ed such 
that for each FE C the faces of F also belong to C, and F, F’ E C, meet in a 
common face of F and F’ (which might be empty). A (polyhedral) (d - 1)-sphere S 
is a complex whose point set lJFES F is a topological (d-1)-sphere. S is called 
polytopal if it is isomorphic to the boundary complex 9(P) of some d-polytope P. 
The theorem of Steinitz (see [4j) says that each 2-sphere is polytopal, but for 
d L 4 many examples of non-polytopal (d - 1)-spheres are known (see e.g. [ l-6n. 
The characterization of polytopal spheres, often referred to as Steinitz-problem, is 
one of the most interesting open questions in the combinatorial theory of 
polytopes. 
In [4] Griinbaum points out two properties of polytopal spheres that originate 
directly from the convexity of a polytope, and so are hopeful candidates for 
sufficient characterizations of polytopal spheres. The first one, representation by 
an ‘invertible diagram’, has been shown in [2, 61 not to imply that a sphere is 
polytopal. The second property of a polytopal sphere emphasized in [4] is the 
existence of the dual sphere S*, i.e. a sphere S* that may be mapped onto S by a 
one-to-one inclusion-reversing mapping. For each polytope P the so-called polar 
polytope P* may be constructed, and a(P), %(P*) are dual to each other. For 
many non-polytopal spheres the non-existence of the dual sphere has been shown 
[3, 5, 61. In most cases not even the 2-skeleton of S* may be realized by plane 
convex polygons in any Euclidean space. On the other hand, if S is simplicial and 
S* exists, then S is polytopal. (This is stated (slightly more general) without proof 
as an exercise in [4], and is true, although it has been doubted by some authors 
[3].) In this paper we provide a dual pair of non-polytopal 3-spheres showing that 
the existence of S* in general does not prove S to be polytopal. 
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Often it is appropriate to consider certain representations of (d - l)-spheres in 
Ed-‘, called (d - 1)-diagrams, rather than the spheres themselves. This is espe- 
cially useful if d = 4, since the construction of 3-diagrams in ordinary 3-space is 
relatively easy to imagine. In fact, most of the examples of non-polytopal spheres 
in the literature are represented in this way. In the next section we shall construct 
a dual pair of non-polytopal 3diagrams which will be modified in the last section 
to yield a dual pair of non-polytopal 3-spheres in E4. Our notation follows [4], 
but we shall abbreviate the convex hull of x1, . . . , x,, E Ed by [x1, . . . , x,, 1. 
2. A dual pair of non-polytopal 3-diagrams 
Another way of stating the Steinitz-problem is in terms of (d - 1)-diagrams. The 
boundary complex 8 (P) of a d-polytope P = Ed may be centrally projected onto 
any of its facets ((d-l)-faces). Such a representation of 9(P) in (d-1)-space is 
called a Schlegel-diagram of P (see [4]). A Schlegel-diagram is a special case of a 
more general object called (d - 1)-diagram. 
A (d - l)-diagram is a finite family 9 = {D,} U C of polytopes in Ed-’ satisfying 
(i) C is a complex; 
(ii) D, is a (d - 1)-polytope such that Do = lJ FEC F, and each face of Do is in 
c; 
(iii) F rl bd D,, is a member of C whenever FE C. D, is called the base of 9. 
Clearly each Schlegel-diagram is a (d-1)-diagram, and D, is the facet onto 
which S(P) has been projected. The Steinitz-problem for diagrams is the,charac- 
terization of the polytopal (d-1)-diagrams, i.e. the (d-1)-diagrams that are 
isomorphic to Schlegel-diagrams. 
In this section we construct a dual pair 9, Ed* of non-polytopal 3-diagrams 
building up 9 and 9* step by step from simpler diagrams, since this way it can be 
shown best that Ed and 9* are dual to each other as well as realizable with convex 
polytopes as their cells. 
Starting point is the bipyramid P over the 3-polytope Q of Fig. 1. 
6 
Fig. 1 
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Denoting the two vertices of P not in Q by 7 and 8 the facets of P are 
A = 149% 6971, B = [l, 3,4,6,71, C = [3,5,6,7] 
D = [2,3,5,71, E = [I, 2,4,% 71, F=[l,2,3,7] 
and A’, . . . , F’, where 7 is replaced by 8. A 3-diagram .with base A’ realizing 
9 (P) may be obtained by taking a copy of Q, for which all faces but [4,5,6] may 
be seen from some point 8 E E3 \ 0, and choosing 7 E int Q. Moreover 7 may be 
chosen in the interior of Q in such a way that CUD is a convex double- 
tetrahedron. Replacing C, D and C I-ID by G = CUD one gets another 3- 
diagram 9r (which is in fact the invertible diagram of [ 61). 
The dual P* of P is the prism over the dual Q* of Q, and since Q is selfdual it 
is the prism over Q. (Figure 2, the vertices of P* are denoted by the same letters 
as the facets of P corresponding to them by duality.) 
9, arose from a Schlegel-diagram of P by replacing the facets C and D by their 
union G. Dually 9; arises from the diagram of Fig. 2 by shrinking the edge 
[C, D] to a point G (Fig. 3). Its facets are 
1 = [B, B’, E, E’, F, F’J 2 = [D’, E, E’, F, F’, G], 
3 = [B, B’, C’, D’, F, F’, G] 4 = [A, A’, B, B’, E, E’], 
5=[A,A’,C’,D’,E,E’,G] 6=[A,A’,B,B’,C’,G], 
7 = [A, B, E, E Gl, 8 = [A’, B’, C’, D’, E’, F’]. 
(Again facet i of 9: corresponds to vertex i of 9~~ by duality.) However it is 
shown in [6] that 9; is not a 3-diagram. In fact, one cannot pass from Fig. 2 to 
E’ 
’ Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3 without having to bend some of the 2-faces. So we have to modify 9: 
further to turn it into a 3-diagram. This will be done by applying to 97 local 
operations such as stellar subdivisions, and simultaneously applying to CB1 the dual 
operations such as cutting off faces. 
First we realize as many of the facets of 9: as possible. Figure 4 clearly shows a 
3-diagram. (In fact, it is even a polytopal one.) This diagram contains all facets of 
lE’ 
Fig. 4. 
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9; but 1, 4, 7, 8. Moving the point F a little bit along the line FF’ (away from F’) 
will give facet 7 too. Next we split the quadrangle [A’, B’, E’, F’] into the 
(coplanar) triangles [A’, B’, E’], [B’, E’, F’] ‘nearly’ realizing facet 8 of 9;. Then 
we choose a point X outside our modified diagram from which all the faces in its 
boundary but [A’, B’, C’] may be seen. (X exists, possibly after a suitable 
projective transformation.) Joining up X to the boundary of the diagram provides 
the facets 
B1 = [B’, E’, F’, X], B2 = [D’, E’, F’, X], 
B3 = [B’, C’, D’, F’, X], B4 = [A’, B’, E’, X], 
8, = [A’, C’, D’, E’, X], B6 = [A’, B’, C’, X]. 
So, instead of facet 8 of LB? we have realized its stellar subdivision at X. 
Unfortunately, we cannot realize the remaining two facets 1 and 4 of Ed: by 
simply filling in the quadrangle [B, B’, E, E’], since the edges [B, B’], [E, E’] 
cannot be made coplanar. So we are left with a hole in our modified diagram 
which is not even convex, since the segment [A, F] lies in facet 7. On the other 
hand the shape of the hole may be chosen arbitrarily close to the shape of the 
cube [A, B, E, F, A’, B’, E’, F’]*in Fig. 4, since during our modifications of Fig. 4 
we only moved point F (at an arbitrarily small amount). Thus we may choose 
points I-& I within the hole such that 9 = [B, B’, E, E’, I-I, I] is (combinatorially) an 
octahedron which, together with the four quadrangular pyramids 
10 = [A, A’, E, E’, H], 
12 = [E, E’, F, F’, I], 
and the four tetrahedra 
11 = [A, A’, B, B’, H], 
13 = [B, B’, F, F’, I], 
14 = [A, B, E, H], 15 = [A’, B’, E’, H], 
16 = [B, E, F, I], 17 = [B’, E’, F’, I], 
fills the hole. This gives the 3-diagram B*. 
The change from Bt (which was actually not a 3-diagram) to Ed* may be 
described combinatorially by 3 steps: 
(l*) stellar subdivision of facet 8 = [A’, B’, C’, D’, E’, F’] at point X; 
(2*) stellar subdivision of the facets 1 = [B, B’, E, E’, F, F’] and 4 = 
[A, A’, B, B’, E, E’] at points I and I-I, respectively; 
(3*) deleting the ‘quadrangle’ [B, B’, E, E’], and replacing the two ‘quadrangu- 
lar pyramids’ [B, B’, E, I?, H], [B, B’, E, E’, I] by their union, the octahedron 
9 = [B, B’, E, E’, H, I]. 
We now pass from EdI to LB by the dual operations (l)-(3). 
(1): We ‘cut off’ vertex 8 of 9, i.e. we replace 8 by its vertex figure X = 
EL. - . , B6]. The bold lines of Fig. 5 show this diagram Ed’. 
First we describe (2) and (3) combinatorially, then we show that their composi- 
tion may be realized such that the resulting 9 is really a 3diagram. 
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(2): We ‘cut of?’ the vertices 1 and 4, i.e. replace them by their vertex figures 
I= [9r, 12, 13, 16,171 and H= [gH, 10, 11,14, 151, respectively. 
(3): 9r and gH correspond by duality to the ‘quadrangular pyramids’ of 97 
which are replaced by their union in step (3*). So, (3) means just contracting the 
edge [9r, gH] to a point 9. 
Looking at Fig. 5 it is easy to see how to choose the additional vertices 
9 *-, 17 such that the resulting &B has convex polytopes as cells, i.e. is a 
3kagram. Let 9 be the midpoint of [ 1,4], and 10 E relint[4,5], 11 Erelint [4,6] 
sticiently close to 4 such that aff{9,10,11} strictly separates the points 4 and 7. 
Then [4,7]~relint[9,lO,ll]={p}, and for 14Erelint{p, 7}, lS~relint[4, &,] suBi- 
ciently close to p or 4 respectively, the segment [14,15] also meets the triangle 
[9,10,11] in a relative interior point, i.e. H=[9,10,11,14,15] is a doubletetra- 
hedron as desired. In the same way one realizes I= [9,12,13,16,17]. When 
realizing H and I we started from the 3-diagram 9’. Now, a facet of 9 difIerent 
from H and I is either a facet of a’, or a facet of 9’ from which one or two 
vertices have been cut off by 2-faces of H or I. In any case it is a 3-polytope, and 
this shows that CB is a 3-diagram. Note that 9 contains G = [2,3,5,6,7] as a cell. 
Finally we prove that 9 and thereby also a* is non-polytopal. 9 contains the 
subcomplex K shown in Fig. 6. (The two shaded triangles shall not belong to K 
but the quadrangle [5,6,10,11].) Any embedding of K into a Euclidean space is 
3-dimensional, since K lies in the affine subspace spanned by the three 2-faces 
meeting in 6. We now assume that 9 is isomorphic to a Schlegel-diagram of some 
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4-polytope R, and we use for R the same notation as for 9. B(R) contains the 
complex K contained in a 3-dimensional subspace UC E4. Since G = 
[2,3,5,6,7] is a facet of R sharing two of its 2-faces with K, we have 7 E U. Each 
facet of R containing 7 also contains a 2-face of K, thus lieing in U. This yields 
the contradiction dim st(7, R) = 3. 
3. A dual pair of non-polyto& spheres 
In the polytopal case the concepts of spheres and diagrams are equivalent, any 
such sphere may be represented by a diagram and vice versa. This is different in 
the non-polytopal case. As mentioned above there are non-polytopal (d-l)- 
spheres that are not representable by an ‘invertible diagram’, i.e. certain (d - l)- 
faces may not serve as the base of a (d-1)-diagram representing the sphere. 
Glueing together two copies of such a sphere along an appropriate (d -1)-face 
yields a (non-polytopal) sphere that may not be represented by a (d - 1)-diagram. 
On the other hand there are diagrams that are not representable by spheres [6]. 9 
constructed above is another example of such a diagram. (It is easily checked that 
for any realization of the complex represented by 9 in Euclidean space not only 
the faces meeting in 7 are contained in a 3dimensional subspace but the whole 
complex.) 
9, 9* are easily modified into a pair 3, B* of non-polytopal diagrams 
representable by spheres. We make a stellar subdivision of the base X= 
P,, . . . , S,] of 9 at a point 8,,, and then ‘cut ofI’ 80, i.e. replace it by its vertex 
figure Y (isomorphic to X). The new diagram 3 may be realized as a refinement 
of the boundary complex of the 4-dimensional prism with base X. The dual 
diagram G* is obtained from ‘ZJ* by, first, replacing vertex X by its vertex figure 8e, 
and then making a stellar subdivision of 8c at point Y. 8* may be realized as a 
refinement of the boundary complex of the 2-fold prism over a triangle. (Note 
that the stellar subdivision of 8c (and the dual operation in the construction of 9) 
is necessary, since in 9* the triangles [B’, E’, F’] and [A’, B’, E’] are coplanar.) 5%~ 
(and thereby also B*) again is non-polytopal by the same arguments as applied 
to Ed. 
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